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Abstract—In this work, we propose a novel approach for generating videos of the six basic facial expressions given a neutral face
image. We propose to exploit the face geometry by modeling the facial landmarks motion as curves encoded as points on a
hypersphere. By proposing a conditional version of manifold-valued Wasserstein generative adversarial network (GAN) for motion
generation on the hypersphere, we learn the distribution of facial expression dynamics of different classes, from which we synthesize
new facial expression motions. The resulting motions can be transformed to sequences of landmarks and then to images sequences
by editing the texture information using another conditional Generative Adversarial Network. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that explores manifold-valued representations with GAN to address the problem of dynamic facial expression generation. We
evaluate our proposed approach both quantitatively and qualitatively on two public datasets; Oulu-CASIA and MUG Facial Expression.
Our experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in generating realistic videos with continuous motion, realistic
appearance and identity preservation. We also show the efficiency of our framework for dynamic facial expressions generation,
dynamic facial expression transfer and data augmentation for training improved emotion recognition models.
Index Terms—Facial expression generation, Conditional manifold-valued Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Networks, Facial
Landmarks, Riemannian geometry.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
Since several decades, automated facial expression
analysis has been studied in many computer vision re-
searches [1], [2]. Indeed, facial expressions play a vital role in
social interaction and involve several potential applications
that go from human computer interaction to medical and
psychological investigations. For a long time, several works
have tackled the problem of facial expression recognition,
while the problem of facial expression generation is more
challenging and has been less investigated in the state-of-
the-art. Actually, synthesizing realistic facial expressions can
have several applications, including, data augmentation to
improve the performance of a facial expression classifier,
facial expression transfer, face recognition (to train robust
models for facial expressions), robot and avatars animation,
computer games, facial surgery planning, etc.
Recently, with the success of Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) [3] for image generation, a big progress
has been made in this task. These networks, that learn
to produce samples similar to a given data distribution
through a two-player game, have shown to be powerful in
many image generation tasks including static facial expres-
sion synthesis [4]. However, the majority of the proposed
solutions have addressed the problem of static facial ex-
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Fig. 1: Given a neutral image, our proposed model is able
to generate sequences of facial landmarks for different facial
expressions and transform them to videos.
pression generation, while the problem of dynamic facial
expression synthesis is still less investigated. Given that
facial expressions are much more described by a dynamic
process than a static one, we need new solutions to syn-
thesize realistic facial expression videos. This is a more
challenging problem due to the difficulty of generating the
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2Fig. 2: Overview of the proposed approach. The proposed architecture consists of two GANs. First, MotionGAN synthesizes
facial expression motion corresponding to the desired expression from noise. The resulting motion encoded by the Square-
Root Velocity Function is then applied to neutral face landmark configurations to generate a sequence of landmarks. Finally,
TextureGAN transforms the sequence of landmarks to a sequence of frames corresponding to the input identity.
dynamic evolution of facial expressions. Indeed, generating
a facial expression video from a single photo is a one-to-
many problem, where the output has much more unknowns
to find than the input that does not include any temporal
information. Besides, in this problem we not only need
to generate realistic images, but we also have to generate
continuous frames that change smoothly along time without
sudden changes. The question that we addressed in this
paper is, given one single neutral face, can we generate
diverse face expression videos conditioned on a facial ex-
pression label as shown in Figure 1? Responding to this
question involves three tasks to be learned by the generative
model: (1) the dynamic evolution of the facial expressions
to synthesis video frames with continuous and smooth
changes, which necessitates to define a robust and efficient
motion representation, (2) the video appearance to synthesis
realistic images, and (3) how to change the facial expression,
while preserving the identity and its characteristics (e.g.,
eyeglasses, beard, etc.).
In this paper, we address these problems by proposing
a new approach that utilizes a trajectory-based representa-
tion of landmark sequences on the hypersphere manifold
to learn and generate video motions. The pipeline of the
proposed framework is shown in Figure 2. First, a com-
pact representation of a landmarks sequence is encoded as
points on the hyperphere manifold. Next, a new conditional
version of Wasserstein GAN for manifold-valued data that
we call MotionGAN is used to learn the distribution of the
resulting representations. After training MotionGAN, we
generate new facial expression motions corresponding to
one of the six basic facial expressions. These motions can
then be applied to any neutral facial landmark configuration
to generate a sequence of facial landmarks. Finally, this
sequence is fed to a Pix2Pix network [5], and generates
realistic textured facial expression videos.
In summary, the novel aspects and contributions of this
paper are as follows:
1) Manifold-valued representations for GANs: We
represent a sequence of facial expression landmarks
as curves that can be mapped to points on the hy-
persphere manifold. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work that explores manifold-valued
representations with GAN to address the problem
of dynamic facial expression generation;
2) A conditional manifold-valued Wasserstein GAN:
We generalize manifold-valued Wasserstein GAN to
supervised generation by proposing a conditional
version of this GAN;
3) Six dynamic facial expression synthesis from a
single face: By combining two disparate ideas GAN
and Riemannian geometry tools, we propose a facial
expression generation approach that achieves good
results for dynamic facial expression editing, facial
expression transfer and data augmentation.
We evaluate our proposed approach both quantitatively
and qualitatively on two public databases: the Oulu-CASIA
and MUG Facial Expression datasets. Our experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in
generating realistic videos with continuous motion, realistic
appearance and identity preservation. Besides, we show our
approach can be used for dynamic facial expression transfer.
We also demonstrate the usefulness of the generated data
by using them for data augmentation to train a recurrent
neural network classifier. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows: In Section 2, we review some recent works that
have tackled the same or related problems. In Section 3, we
present and formulate our problem. Then, MotionGAN and
TextureGAN details are provided in Section 4 and 5, respec-
tively. In Section 6, we present an extensive experimentation
of the proposed approach as well as its application to
facial expression transfer and data augmentation; Lastly,
conclusions and discussion are reported in Section 7.
32 RELATED WORK
A big progress has been recently obtained in image gen-
eration using deep generative models, especially with
GANs [3]. Facial expressions editing is one of the numerous
fields that have benefited from this progress. Indeed, many
solutions have been proposed to synthesize facial expression
images or to transfer facial expressions from one identity to
another one using GANs. In this section, we review some
of these solutions that we divided into two groups: Firstly,
we review some recent advances achieved in static facial
expression synthesis with GANs; Then, we discuss relevant
works that tackled the problem of dynamic facial expression
generation. Before discussing these works, we introduce
GAN and its variants including the version generalized to
manifold-valued data.
Generative Adversarial Networks – Recently, GANs
have shown to be extremely efficient for synthesizing realis-
tic images. GANs have been used for several applications in-
cluding image synthesis [6], image-to-image translation [5],
[7], [8], image super-resolution [9], [10], facial expression
transfer [11], [12], [13], face aging [14], [15], face pose ma-
nipulation [16], etc. The general idea of GANs consists of
training two neural networks, generator and discriminator,
in a minimax two-player game. The training process aims to
learn the natural image distribution by forcing the generator
to output samples that are indistinguishable from natural
images. After the great success of GAN, several variants of
its architecture have been proposed, including conditional
GAN (CGAN) [17], that uses condition label to guide the
generation process. Based on CGAN, Isola et al. [5] proposed
the pix2pix network that was widely used in the state-of-
the-art [7], [18]. It is a conditional GAN, where the generator
is a U-Net [19], and the discriminator adopts a patch-based
fully convolutional network [20]. This network uses an L1
reconstruction loss to enforce the generated samples to be
locally close to the ground truth, and an adversarial loss to
correct the blur effect of the L1 loss and synthesize realistic
images. Theoretically, all the GAN architectures discussed
above minimize Jensen-Shannon divergence between the
true and the generated data distributions. By contrast, the
Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [21] minimizes a Wasserstein-
1 distance between the two distributions making progress
toward stable training of GANs. Other solutions further
improved the training stability of standard WGAN by pe-
nalizing the norm of gradient of the critic with respect to
its input [22]. While GAN techniques have shown a great
success for real-valued image generation, they have been
rarely applied to manifold-valued images. This idea has
been discussed in [23], where a generalization of WGANs
for manifold-valued data in the context of static image
generation was proposed. This poses several challenges
such as the adaptation of cost functions and optimization
algorithms to the manifold-valued data, and the general-
ization of the classic distribution distance to manifolds. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one that
proposes a generalization of the Conditional WGAN for
manifold-valued data to address the problem of dynamic
facial expression generation.
Facial Expression Image Generation – Conditional
GANs [17] have been exploited in many works to generate
realistic face images corresponding to a given expression.
Some works pursued the general objective of generating a
face with pose and expression that are under the control of a
neural network model. For example, this approach was fol-
lowed by Wiles et al. [24] by using another face or a different
modality (e.g., audio). Following a first research direction,
some works integrated the target expression in a GAN
as a deterministic one-hot vector that encodes the target
class, thus generating faces conditioned on discrete emotion
states [25], [26]. While this solution can be considered more
simple, it generates only discrete facial expressions, which
significantly reduces the diversity of the generated samples.
To tackle this issue, Ding et al. [11], proposed an Expressive
GAN (ExprGAN) for facial expression editing that uses
an expression controller module. This module is a real-
valued vector conditioned on the label that encodes more
complex information about the target expression such as its
intensity variation. Pumarola et al. [27] introduced a GAN
conditioning scheme based on Action Units (AU) annota-
tions, which describes in a continuous way the anatomical
facial movements defining a human expression. This made
possible to control the magnitude of activation of each AU
and combine several of them. Some methods used 3D priors
to animate static images. For example, Kollias et al. [28] fit
a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) to a target neutral image.
In this solution an input affect is added to the 3DMM and
the new face is blended with the given affect into the target
image. The approach allows synthesizing facial affect either
in terms of the six basic expressions, or in terms of how
positive or negative is an emotion (valence), and power of
the emotion activation (arousal). Ververas and Zafeiriou [29]
proposed SliderGAN for image-to-image translation, under
a set of continuous parameters. This allows transforming an
input face image into a new one according to the continuous
values of a statistical blendshape model of facial motion.
Facial image editing is shown for expression and speech
blendshapes.
Following a different direction, other works take advan-
tage of facial geometry and encode the target expression
through facial landmark positions [12], [30]. This solution
is more flexible, allowing the synthesis of continuous fa-
cial expressions, and can be exploited for facial expression
transfer as well. The main idea consists of encoding facial
landmark positions in heatmaps that provide a per-pixel
likelihood for these point locations. These heatmaps are
usually fed to the GAN as an additional channel concate-
nated with the face image to synthesize this face performing
the expression encoded in the heatmap. This strategy was
adopted by many works including Song et al. [12] who
proposed a geometry-guided GAN architecture for facial
expression editing and removal. The face geometry is used
as a condition introduced in the network to control the
process of expression generation or expression removal. In
the same direction, Qiao et al. [30] proposed a Geometry-
Contrastive GAN (GC-GAN) to transfer facial expressions
across different identities using face geometry. Songsri-in
and Zafeiriou [31] proposed an image-to-image translation
that takes a facial image, its current landmarks, and target
landmarks as inputs and generates a full facial image se-
quence encoded by the target landmarks. Motivated by the
ideas discussed above, we also take advantage of the face
4geometry by encoding the expression in a landmarks con-
figuration. However, unlike previous works that generate
static images of facial expressions, we tackle the problem of
facial expression video synthesis, which is more challenging
because of the temporal dynamics of the video that has to
be captured and generated.
Video Generation with GAN – Despite the remarkable
success achieved in image synthesis, video generation is still
a more challenging task, due to the difficulty of generating
the temporal motion of the video. Some recent works have
started to explore GANs for video generation. For exam-
ple, Wang et al. [32] proposed a video-to-video synthesis
approach under the generative adversarial learning frame-
work. High-resolution, photorealistic, temporally coherent
videos were generated on a set of input formats including
segmentation masks, sketches, and poses. Kim et al. [33]
proposed a generative neural network for photo-realistic
re-animation of portrait videos using only an input video.
In doing so, they transfer the full 3D head position, head
rotation, face expression, eye gaze, and eye blinking from
a source actor to a portrait video of a target actor. Other
works tackled the problem of future frame prediction [34],
[35], [36], with some techniques capable of generating a
whole video starting from one image. These latter works
can be roughly divided into two groups according to the
way they handle and generate the video motion. In the first
group, a spatio-temporal network is used to generate all
video frames at the same time. This category includes the
methods in [37] and [38] that exploit 3D spatio-temporal
GANs to generate multiple frames of the video simultane-
ously. Using only a still image of a person and an audio
clip containing speech, in [39] Vougioukas et al. proposed
to generate videos of a talking head with lip movements
that are in sync with the audio. Generated videos also show
blinks and eyebrow movements. This has been obtained
using a temporal GAN with three discriminators focused
on achieving detailed frames, audio-visual synchronization
and realistic expressions. However, these approaches usu-
ally synthesize videos with poor image quality. To tackle
this issue, other works explored different directions and
proposed to generate the video motion separately, then
generate the video frames sequentially. This is achieved by
using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). In [40], Tulyakov
et al. proposed the MoCoGAN framework for video gen-
eration. The idea consists of decomposing the video into
content and motion information, where the video motion
is learned by Gated RNN (GRU) and the video frames
are generated sequentially by a GAN. This approach was
experimented in different applications including dynamic
facial expression synthesis. However, the generated images
presented content and motion artifacts and failed to cap-
ture fine details of facial expressions. Indeed, generating
the motion as a sequence of separate feature vectors with
GRNN, results in motion artifacts and discrete transitions.
By contrast, we propose in this paper to generate a compact
motion as one point on the hypersphere, which minimizes
these motion artifacts and results in smoother motions.
In [41], Wang et al.exploited facial landmarks for generating
smile videos. They also modeled the temporal evolution of
the smile expression using an RNN that produced landmark
sequences translated later to image sequences using GAN.
This work generates videos with acceptable image quality,
but they focused only on smile expression that is more
simple to capture and generate compared to other facial
expressions. Following these last approaches, we also guide
the generation process of dynamic facial expression by facial
landmark sequences. However, different from the previous
works, instead of directly generating facial landmark se-
quences, we generate the motion of these landmarks that
can then be applied to any facial landmarks configuration
to generate videos of different identities performing this
motion. This is achieved by modeling landmark sequences
as curves that can be mapped to points on a manifold space.
We explicitly leverage the geometry of this manifold to
generate the six facial expression sequences as new points
on the manifold. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first study exploring manifold-valued representations to
generate video motions with GAN, while common solutions
to this task in the state-of-the-art were based on RNN.
3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given a neutral face image X0 with its landmarks Z0, and a
desired expression c, we aim to generate a facial expression
sequence {X1, ..., XT } of length T corresponding to the
identity of X0 and the expression c. To achieve this goal,
we seek a mapping η between the input {X0, Z0, c} and
its associated facial expression sequence {X1, ..., XT } . To
simplify the complexity of the task at hand, we define this
mapping as a composition of two functions η = θ ◦ φ,
such that the function φ learns the distribution of facial
expression dynamics to generate the temporal evolution of
the sequence, while θ learns how to synthesize its texture in-
formation. Since the visual signal in a video can be divided
into content (texture) and dynamics, such decomposition
facilitates the problem of video generation and allows us
to design functions that focus on learning less complicated
tasks. Moreover, this decomposition allows applying the
same generated dynamics to different identities to gener-
ate videos of different persons performing the same facial
expression. It is also possible to apply different dynamics
to the same identity to generate videos of the same person
performing different facial expressions.
In order to define the function φ, we completely ig-
nore the texture information and focus only on facial land-
marks. Let us consider a set of m training image sequences
X = {{Xj1 , ..., XjT }}mj=1 and its corresponding set of m se-
quences of landmark configurationsZ = {{Zj1 , ..., ZjT }}mj=1,
such that Zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ T is the landmarks configuration
of the facial image Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ T . From the set Z of
landmark configuration sequences, the function φ can learn
the distribution of facial expressions dynamics. The key
idea here is to model the temporal evolution of landmark
configurations as time-dependent 2D curves, which can
be efficiently represented as single and compact points on
the hypersphere manifold [42]. By doing so, the landmark
sequences are considered as manifold-valued data, and the
geometric properties of this manifold are exploited to de-
fine a manifold-valued GAN MotionGAN for learning the
distribution of facial expressions dynamics φ. As manifold-
valued data lie on Riemannian manifolds rather than Eu-
clidean space, the definition of manifold-valued data distri-
5bution is different from that of real-valued data distribution;
then, it is unfeasible to apply traditional GANs directly
in this case. This is due to the fact that traditional GANs
generate new samples that do not lie on the hypersphere
manifold in contrast to the training real data dynamics
that are represented on the latter manifold. By proposing
a conditional version of the manifold-valued Wasserstein
GAN introduced in [23], which is defined on the hyper-
sphere manifold, our approach learns the manifold-valued
distribution φ and generates the dynamics of new facial
expressions that can be used to generate a new sequence of
landmarks {Znew1 , . . . , ZnewT }. Finally, another GAN, called
TextureGAN is used to define the function θ that learns
from training data X and Z to translate the sequence of
landmark configurations {Znew1 , . . . , ZnewT } to a sequence
of video frames {Xnew1 , . . . , XnewT }.
The overall architecture illustrated in Figure 2 consists
of three blocks. First, MotionGAN learns the motion of
landmarks from facial landmark sequences of the training
set and generates new conditional facial expressions mo-
tions. The second block generates a sequence of landmarks
corresponding to the facial expression dynamics generated
by MotionGAN and a neutral landmark configuration. The
last block translates the landmark sequence to a video: it
receives a neutral face image and a sequence of landmarks
and produces their corresponding facial expression video. In
the following sections, we will provide more details about
each one of these blocks.
4 MOTIONGAN: A CONDITIONAL MANIFOLD-
VALUED GAN FOR FACIAL EXPRESSION MOTIONS
GENERATION
Facial landmarks have been widely used for facial expres-
sion analysis [43], [44]. Indeed, facial landmarks are consid-
ered as a powerful tool to capture the geometric features of
the face and encode both the appearance and the dynamic
of the facial expression. Besides, facial landmarks have been
recently adopted as guiding information in facial expression
synthesis in several works [12], [41]. The idea here consists
of using facial landmarks as an additional image channel to
be concatenated with the input face directly or as a vector
of landmark coordinates to be used as a guide during the
generation process.
Based on this motivation, we also take advantage of
the geometric information provided by facial landmarks
in two ways. On the one hand, we exploit the evolution
of landmark locations to encode the dynamics of the face.
This is achieved by modeling the landmarks evolution as a
curve that can be represented and analyzed in a Riemannian
manifold. By exploiting these curves, we train a GAN to
generate new facial dynamics that we can transform to
new dynamic landmark configurations of any face given
its neutral landmarks configuration. On the other hand,
following the state-of-the-art, we use the generated land-
mark configurations to guide the generation of the final
video frames by adding the texture information in the input
image of the GAN to the geometric features provided by
landmarks.
In this section, we present more details about the first
stage of our method, which consists of modeling, analyzing
and generating dynamic facial landmarks using Motion-
GAN. We first introduce the geometric framework used for
data modeling, analysis and representation in a Riemannian
manifold. Then, we present the architecture and the details
about the learning process of MotionGAN.
4.1 MotionGAN Data Modeling
Let us represent a facial expression video of T frames by
its corresponding sequence of T landmark configurations
Z = {Z1, . . . , ZT }, where each configuration Zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ T
is a 2 × d matrix of rank d encoding the 2D positions
of d distinct landmark points {pi = (xi, yi)}di=1. Follow-
ing such representation, we model the sequence Z as a
curve represented by a continuous parameterized function
β(t) : [0, 1] → R2d×T . These representations allow us to
widely simplify the problem of landmark sequences genera-
tion given that each curve can be mapped to one single point
on a given manifold. More formally, each curve β(t) can be
represented by its Square-Root Velocity Function (SRVF) [42],
q : [0, 1]→ R2d×T according to,
q(t) =
β˙(t)√
‖β˙(t)‖
, (1)
where ‖ · ‖ is the L2-norm in R2d×T . The effectiveness of
such specific representation for shape analysis has been
proven in 3D facial curves [45] and action recognition [46].
This representation encodes the temporal evolution of the
facial landmark configurations and so the dynamics of the
facial expression. In [42], authors proposed to remove the
scale variability of the resulting curves by scaling the L2-
norm of these functions to 1 (i.e., ‖q‖ = 1). Accordingly,
the space of the resulting representations S = {q : [0, 1] →
R2d×T , ‖q‖ = 1} becomes a unit hypersphere in the Hilbert
manifold L2([0, 1],R2d×T ), and each landmark configura-
tion sequence becomes a point on this spherical mani-
fold. Consequently, we reduce the problem of landmark
sequences generation to a problem of generating points on
the spherical manifold S.
The first step needed in analyzing and comparing these
representations consists of parametrizing them. Indeed, due
to the different execution rates of the facial expressions,
aligning and parametrizing these curves is a crucial process-
ing for efficiently compare them. Formally, given two curves
β1 and β2, their corresponding SRVFs q1 and q2 can be reg-
istered by finding the non-linear function γ : [0, 1] → [0, 1],
γ∗ = argmin
γ∈Γ
(‖q1−
√
γ˙q2◦γ‖), which optimally registers the
two curves allowing their rate-invariant comparison. The
optimal parametrization function γ∗ can be found by using
a Dynamic Programming algorithm as explained in [42].
After registration, we can compute efficiently the distance
dS between the two registered curves q1 and q∗2 = q2 ◦ γ∗
according to,
dS(q1, q
∗
2) = cos
−1(〈q1, q∗2〉) . (2)
This distance quantifies the similarity between the two
curves in R2d×T . As explained in [42], this distance is invari-
ant to rotation and scaling, and it also considers the stretch-
ing and the bending of the curves. In our approach, we also
need to define the statistical mean of these representations in
6order to define a representative element of a specific group
(e.g., a representative curve of the happy expression). To
this end, we introduce the Riemannian center of mass, also
known as Karcher mean [47], which can be used to compute
an average element of a set of points in the hypersphere
manifold. More formally, we define the Karcher mean qmean
of a set of points {qi}Ni=1 in the hypersphere manifold S
according to qmean = argmin
qi∈S
∑N
i=1 dS(q, qi)
2. In our work,
we compute the Karcher mean to derive a representative
curve of each facial expression, which is used to align the
other curves. We also exploit the Karcher mean to define a
reference point y, where we define the tangent space Ty(S)
of S that will be used in the training of MotionGAN. In the
next section, we show how to use the mathematical tools
introduced here to train MotionGAN to generate new points
in S that encode the dynamics of new facial expressions.
After defining the mathematical tools used to analyze
and generate facial expression dynamics in the hypersphere
manifold S, we need to recover the landmarks configuration
sequence Znew that corresponds to a new generated point
qnew in S. Conveniently to us, for each q ∈ S there exists a
unique curve β up to a translation such that the given q is
the SRVF of that β. Formally, the curve β can be recovered
within a translation, using,
β(t) =
∫ T
0
‖q(s)‖q(s)ds+ β(0) , (3)
where β(0) represents the landmarks configuration Z0 of
the initial frame. According to this equation, we can apply
the generated facial expression dynamics encoded in q to
any identity. Indeed, by using the landmarks configuration
of any identity as an initial condition in (15), we can recover
the sequence of landmark configurations corresponding to
this identity performing the motion encoded in q.
4.2 MotionGAN Network
Given a set of m training samples of facial landmark
configuration sequences Z = {({Zj1 , , ..., ZjT }, cj)}mj=1 with
their associated facial expression classes, we compute their
corresponding parametrized SRVFs setQ = {(qj , cj)}mj=1 to
train the MotionGAN model.
Given that SRVF representations are manifold-valued
data that lie on Riemannian manifolds rather than Euclidean
space, we propose MotionGAN, a conditional version of
Wasserstein GAN for manifold-valued data to learn the
distribution of SRVFs associated to each emotion class. This
GAN is an extended version of CGAN from the Euclidean
space to the hypersphere manifold S. We exploit the log-
arithm and exponential maps defined for the hypersphere
manifold S, given later by (6) and (7), respectively, to opti-
mize the Wasserstein distance between the distribution of
the generated manifold-valued data and that of the real
manifold-valued data under an adversarial training. Mo-
tionGAN maps a random vector z to an SRVF point on S. It
consists of two adversarial models: a generative modelGdyn
that captures the data distribution Pdyn of the expressions
dynamics encoded in the SRVFs q, and a discriminative
model Ddyn that estimates the probability that a sample
come from the training data rather than the generator Gdyn.
The goal of training these two models is to learn a function
φ : Rn → S, which maps an n-dimensional noise vector
sampled from a normal distribution z ∼ Pz to an SRVF
q ∈ S encoding the dynamic evolution of landmarks.
4.3 Loss Function
The global objective function used to train MotionGAN
is a weighted sum of three loss functions: the adversarial
loss Ladv , the reconstruction loss LS_recon in S, and the
reconstruction loss LT _recon in Ty(S) such that,
LMotionGAN = α1Ladv + α2LS_recon + α3LT _recon . (4)
Regarding the adversarial loss, we propose the conditional
version of the objective function proposed in [23]. This func-
tion is the generalized version of the objective function of
Wasserstein GAN [21] to the hypersphere manifold-valued
data, according to,
Ladv = Eq∼Pdyn
[
Ddyn
(
logy(q), c
)]
−EGdyn(z)∼Pg
[
Ddyn
(
logy
(
expy(Gdyn(z, c))
))]
+λEqˆ∼Pqˆ
[(‖∇qˆDdyn(qˆ)‖2 − 1)2],
(5)
where logy(.) and expy(.) are the logarithm and exponential
maps, respectively, defined for the hypersphere manifold
in a particular point y. The logarithm map logy(.) projects
the SRVF q from the hypersphere S to its tangent space
Ty(S) in y. This tangent space is a vector space, where any
deep network can be applied directly, while the exponential
map expy(.) transforms the data back to the hypersphere
manifold S. The logarithm logy(.) and exponential expy(.)
maps for the hypersphere manifold S are defined by:
logy(q) =
dS(q, y)
sin(dS(q, y))
(q − cos(dS(q, y))y) , (6)
expy(v) = cos(‖v‖)y + sin(‖v‖)
v
‖v‖ . (7)
where dS(q, y) represents the distance between q and y in S
defined by (2).
In (5), z is a random noise, and qˆ is a random sample
following the distribution Pqˆ , which is sampled uniformly
along straight lines between pairs of points sampled from
the real distribution Pdyn and the generated distribution Pg .
It is given by,
qˆ = (1− τ) logy(q) + τ logy(expy(Gdyn(z, c))), (8)
and ∇qˆDdyn(qˆ) is the gradient with respect to qˆ. The last
term in (5) represents the gradient penalty, which is added
to the basic Wasserstein GAN. This was proposed in [22]
to enforce the Lipschitz constraint and help to stabilize
the training of the WGAN by penalizing the norm of the
gradient of the discriminator.
In addition to the adversarial loss, we use the two recon-
struction losses LT _recon and LS_recon. LT _recon measures
the distance in the tangent space Ty(S) between the tangent
vector logy(qgt) of the ground truth SRVF qgt in Ty(S) and
its associated reconstructed vector logy(expy(Gdyn(z, c))).
While LS_recon quantifies the similarities between the gen-
erated SRVF expy(Gdyn(z, c)) and its corresponding ground
truth qgt. The reconstruction loss in the tangent space is
given by,
LT _recon = ‖logy(expy(Gdyn(z, c)))− logy(qgt)‖1 , (9)
7Fig. 3: Overview of MotionGAN, the Conditional Wasserstein GAN used for motion generation.
where ‖.‖1, represents the L1-norm. The reconstruction loss
on the hypersphere is given by,
LS_recon = dS(expy(Gdyn(z, c))− qgt) , (10)
where dS is the geodesic distance in S given by (2).
According to the objective function, the optimization
of MotionGAN is done in the tangent space Ty(S) of the
hypersphere S in a reference point y. Since the tangent
space is a linear vector space, any regular network can be
directly applied in Ty(S). This is achieved by exploiting the
logarithm map that maps the SRVFs q of the database from
S to Ty(S), which forms the real data log(q) of the network.
On the other hand, the exponential map transforms the
generated fake data Gdyn(z, c) from Ty(S) to S, then the log-
arithm map transforms the data back to the tangent space to
force the generator to generate data on the desired tangent
space of the sphere, which is Ty(S). The discriminator Ddyn
takes as input the real data logy(q) and the generated data
logy(expy(Gdyn(z, c))), both laying on the tangent space of
the sphere, and tries to distinguish between them. At the
end of the training, the generator learns the distribution
Pdyn of the real data and generates data similar to the real
one on the desired tangent space of the sphere. The tangent
space used in our training corresponds to the tangent space
of the hypersphere in the Karcher mean of the data. In the
following, we use the tangent space of the hypersphere to
refer to the tangent space of the hypersphere computed in
the Karcher mean of the training data.
After training, we use the resulting Gdyn to generate a
point on the tangent hypersphere conditioned on the de-
sired expression. Then, we use the exponential map to find
its corresponding point on the sphere, which represents an
SRVF encoding a dynamic evolution of the desired expres-
sion. Finally, we use (15) with a neutral landmarks configu-
ration of any identity to generate the sequence of landmark
configurations corresponding to this identity performing
the desired expression encoded in the generated SRVF. In
the following, we present the module that transforms the
sequence of landmarks to a sequence of frames.
Algorithm 1 outlines the steps used to train MotionGAN,
while Algorithm 2 summarizes the steps needed to generate
a new sequence of facial landmark configurations using the
trained MotionGAN.
Algorithm 1 Shape Conditional Wasserstein GAN training
Input: {qi, ci}mi=1, training data with their correspond-
ing labels; w0, initial discriminator parameters; u0, initial
generator parameters; a, learning rate; M , batch size; ndisc,
discriminator iterations per generation iteration; λ, balance
parameter of gradient norm penalty; niteration, number of
iterations for the generator.
1: for i = 1 . . . niteration do
2: for j = 1 . . . ndisc do
3: Sample minibatch of M noise samples
{z(1), . . . , z(M)} from noise prior Pz
4: Sample minibatch of M examples
{q(1), . . . , q(M)} from real data distribution Pdyn
5: Compute ∆w the stochastic gradient of Eq. (5)
with respect to w
6: w ← w + a . AdamOptimizer(w,∆w)
7: end for
8: Sample minibatch of M noise samples
{z(1), . . . , z(M)} from noise prior Pz
9: Compute ∆u the stochastic gradient of,
−Dwdyn
(
logy
(
expy(G
u
dyn(z, c))
))
,
with respect to u
10: u← u+ a.AdamOptimizer(u,∆u)
11: end for
Algorithm 2 Landmarks Sequence Generation
Input: Gdyn, Generator trained with Algorithm 1; Z0,
neutral landmarks configuration; c desired facial expression.
1: Sample z, a random noise from noise prior Pz
2: Generate p = Gdyn(z, c), a point on the tangent space of
the hypersphere S
3: Generate q = expy(p) by mapping the generated point
p to the hypersphere S using Eq. (7)
4: Generate sequence of landmarks using Eq. (15) and Z0
as initial condition
5 TEXTUREGAN: LANDMARKS SEQUENCE TO
VIDEO GENERATION
After learning the distribution of expressions dynamics
from the landmarks, we need to add the texture information
to synthesize the final expression video. To this end, we use
8TextureGAN , which is a conditional GAN for real-valued
data. This GAN uses a map of landmarks configuration
Z as a guide to generate the face of the input image
with the expression corresponding to Z . Since the temporal
information has been already tackled with MotionGAN,
TextureGAN focuses only on the texture information in
individual static images. However, even if it generates static
images, its role is more complicated than generating a face
with a certain expression as done in other static state-of-the-
art approaches [11] that focus on generating six or seven
basic expressions. Indeed, TextureGAN has to generate also
the intermediate frames of the video, that do not necessarily
correspond to any of the basic expressions. Moreover, the
generated frames have to show smooth continuous changes
along time without sudden transitions. To this end, we
guide the generation of expressions using landmarks: this
simplifies the synthesis of intermediate frames and allows
us to derive continuous expressions with smooth changes
along time. This result is not possible, for example, when
using a condition in the form of one-hot vector.
Given a set of m training image sequences
X = {{Xj1 , . . . , XjT }}mj=1 and its corresponding
set of m sequences of landmark configurations
Z = {{Zj1 , . . . , ZjT }}mj=1, such that Zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ T is the
landmarks configuration of the facial image Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ T .
Let Xj0 denote the input neutral face image corresponding
to the j-th training sequence. These sets will be used to
train the generator Gtex and the discriminator Dtex of
TextureGAN to learn the mapping θ between Xj0 and
{Xj1 , . . . , XjT }. To this end, we exploit a combination of
a reconstruction and an adversarial losses. The global
objective function of TextureGAN is a weighted sum of
three loss functions; adversarial loss LADV , identity loss
LID and reconstruction loss LREC such that,
LTextureGAN = ζ1LADV + ζ2LREC + ζ3LID , (11)
where the adversarial loss is given by,
LADV =
∑m
j=1
∑T
t=1
[
log(Dtex(X
j
t , Z
j
t ))
]
+∑m
j=1
∑T
t=1
[
log(1−Dtex(Gtex(Xj0), Zjt ))
]
(12)
To further keep the face identity in the generated frames,
we make use of an identity loss that enforces the similarity
of identity features between the input and the output faces.
To this end, we exploit the VGG-face [48] model trained for
face recognition to extract identity features, and maximize
similarities between them. The identity loss is given by:
LID =
m∑
j=1
T∑
t=1
5∑
i=1
‖Fi(Gtex(Xj0 , Zjt )), Fi(Xjt )‖1 , (13)
where ‖.‖1 represents the L1 norm and Fi are the features
extracted from the i-th convolutional layer of the VGG-face.
The used layers are conv1, conv2, conv3, conv4 and conv5.
In order to keep the generated frames close to the ground-
truth, we add a reconstruction loss to the global objective
function. The reconstruction loss is given by:
LREC =
m∑
j
T∑
t=1
‖Xjt −Gtex(Xj0 , Zjt )‖1 . (14)
6 EXPERIMENTS
We performed several experiments to evaluate our ap-
proach. We first describe the used benchmarks and the
experimental setup. Then, we present a quantitative and
a qualitative evaluation for each part of our method in-
cluding motion generation and video synthesis. We also
introduce an ablation study to show the importance of
each component of our approach. Finally, we evaluate our
proposed method in two applications: data augmentation
for expression recognition and dynamic expression transfer.
6.1 Datasets
Oulu-CASIA [49]: This dataset contains over 480 videos
of 80 subjects. For Each subject there there are six videos
corresponding to the basic emotion labels; All videos begin
with a neutral expression and end with the apex of the
corresponding expression. The fist 80% of the subjects was
used for training, while the last 20% was used as test set.
MUG Facial Expression [50]: This database includes videos
of 86 subjects. Each video consists of 50 to 160 frames.
We used only the sequences representing one of the six
basic facial expressions, i.e., anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise. Following [51], we split the dataset
into three parts in a subject independent manner. The first
two parts were used for training, while the last part was
used as a test set. The beginning and the end of each video
correspond to neutral expressions. Accordingly, we used
only the first half of the videos, which start from a neutral
expression and ends with a peak expression.
Extended Cohn Kanade (CK+) [52]: This dataset comprises
327 sequences of posed expressions, annotated with seven
expression labels from which we selected the six basic
expressions. Each sequence starts with a neutral expression,
and reaches the peak in the last frame. We used this dataset
for data augmentation in the training of MotionGAN.
6.2 Implementation Details
Preprocessing: For all the images used in our experiments,
we cropped the face regions using OpenFace [53], and scaled
them to 64 × 64. Then, we normalized all videos to T = 32
frames using the approach proposed in [54]. For Motion-
GAN data, we used OpenFace [53] to extract 2D coordi-
nates of 68 facial landmarks from each video frame. These
landmarks were then arranged in a matrix representing a
curve in R2d×T , with T = 32 representing the video length,
and d = 68 corresponding to the number of landmarks.
We used (1) to compute the SRVF of the resulting curves.
By computing the Karcher mean of the SRVFs belonging
to the same class, we obtained a representative element of
each expression class. Then, we aligned each training SRVF
with the representative element of its corresponding class.
The resulting SRVFs were used to train MotionGAN that
can produce new SRVFs corresponding to new expression
dynamics. The generated SRVFs were then transformed to
landmark sequences using (1) with any neutral landmarks
configuration. The training of TextureGAN was performed
with pre-processed faces and guided by their ground truth
landmark sequences, while the landmark sequences gener-
ated by MotionGAN were used in the test stage. Indeed, we
9Fig. 4: Visualization of some facial landmark sequences. The left block shows landmark sequences obtained with the
generated SRVF using MotionGAN applied to neutral landmark configurations. The right block shows some landmark
sequences from the Oulu-CASIA dataset used in the training of MotionGAN. Each row corresponds to one facial expression.
The original sequences contain 32 frames from which 7 frames were selected to visualize each sequence.
avoid using landmark sequences generated by MotionGAN
during TextureGAN training, since MotionGAN generates
random motions for the same expression given that it starts
from noise. Thus, we can not be sure to generate the
exact sequence corresponding to the ground truth video
that will be used to minimize the reconstruction loss of
TextureGAN. To define the target pose for TextureGAN, we
encoded landmark locations in heatmaps that were used
as additional image channels to be concatenated with the
input face image. Each heatmap is a multi-channel image
with the same size as the input face image, where each
channel encodes the location of one of the 68 landmarks,
and the value of each pixel in a channel corresponds to the
likelihood for its corresponding point location.
MotionGAN architecture: MotionGAN consists of mul-
tiple upsampling and downsampling blocks. The generator
takes as input a vector of size 128 sampled from normal
distribution and concatenated with the input label, which is
encoded as one-hot vector of size 6 (number of classes). This
vector is handled by one fully connected layer of 69, 632
outputs, and five upsampling blocks with 530, 274, 146, 64
and 1 output channels. Each upsampling block consists of
the nearest-neighbor upsampling followed by a 3× 3 stride
1 convolution. The outputs of the first four convolution
(Conv) layers are activated by the Relu function and con-
catenated with the label vectors that was transformed to six
channels, while the last Conv layer uses hyperbolic tangent.
The final output of the MotionGAN generator is a matrix
of size 136 for each noise sample. The Discriminator of
MotionGAN consists of three downsampling blocks with 64,
32 and 16 output channels. Each block is a 3×3 stride 1 Conv
layer followed by batch normalization and Relu activation.
These layers are then followed by two fully connected (FC)
layers of 1024 and 1 outputs. The first FC layer uses Leaky
ReLU and batch normalization. Except the last FC layer, all
outputs are concatenated with the label either in the form
of six channels for Conv layers output or one-hot vector for
the fully connected layers.
TextureGAN architecture: The TextureGAN generator
takes in input a pre-processed face image concatenated with
a heatmap encoding the target pose. We base our Texture-
GAN on the image-to-image translation network proposed
in [5]. The generator is composed of an encoder and a
decoder that have symmetric architectures. The encoder
consists of six 4, 2 stride Conv layers with 64, 128, 256, 1024,
1024 and 1024 output channels. Each Conv layer is followed
by ReLu activation and batch normalization. Following the
U-Network [19] and [5], we add skip connections between
each layer i and layer l − i, where l is the number of the
network layers. The skip connections consist of concatenat-
ing all channels at layer i with those at layer l − i. To avoid
outfighting, we add dropout with 0.5 probability after the
first three Conv layers. The architecture of the decoder is
symmetric to that of the encoder.
The discriminator of TextureGAN contains four 4 × 4
stride 2 Conv layers with 64, 128, 256 and 1024 output chan-
nels. Each Conv layer is followed by batch normalization
and Leaky ReLu activation except the first one that does not
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use batch normalization. The network ends with one fully
connected layer of 1 output followed by sigmoid activation.
We trained the networks using the Adam optimizer [55],
with learning rate of 0.0002, and mini-batch size of 64 for
TextureGAN and 128 for MotionGAN. Regarding Motion-
GAN, we empirically set its hyper-parameters to α1 = 0.8,
α2 = 1 and α3 = 1, while we fix the hyper-parameters
ζ1 = 1, ζ2 = 1 and ζ3 = 80 for TextureGAN. For data
augmentation, we performed random flipping of the input
images. The two networks MotionGAN and TextureGAN
were trained separately, MotionGAN was trained for 200
epochs, while TextureGAN was trained for 400 epochs. We
implemented our models with the Tensorflow [56] frame-
work based on the implementation of [5].
6.3 Evaluation
We assessed the performance of the proposed approach by:
(i) evaluating quantitatively and qualitatively the facial ex-
pression dynamics generated by MotionGAN; (ii) assessing
the quality of the videos generated by TextureGAN.
6.3.1 Landmark Sequence Generation
Qualitative results: To qualitatively evaluate the generated
expression dynamics (i.e., SRVF), we applied them to a neu-
tral landmark configuration following (15). This results in
sequences of landmarks that follow the dynamics encoded
in the SRVFs. In Figure 4, we show some generated land-
marks for the six basic expressions. The visualized landmark
sequences show that MotionGAN is able to generate realistic
expression dynamics from noise that are comparable with
the ground truth sequences. Moreover, Figure 4 shows that
the proposed MotionGAN generator is able to synthesize
expression dynamics (and their associated landmark config-
urations) corresponding to different conditioning labels.
Quantitative Results: To assess quantitatively the expres-
sion dynamics generated by MotionGAN and their as-
sociated landmark sequences, we propose to exploit the
geodesic distance dS between the SRVFs in S given by (2).
This distance allows us to quantify the similarity between
the generated sequences and those of the ground truth; it
also allows us to measure the similarities between sequences
of same or different expressions.
Accordingly, we used the MotionGAN generator to syn-
thesize 64 expression dynamics (i.e., SRVFs) for each one
of the six basic expressions, which results in 384 generated
SRVFs. By computing the geodesic distances between all
these generated samples, we used Multidimensional Scaling
(MDS) [57] to visualize them in a 2D space. In Figure 5, we
show in 2D the generated samples as well as those of the
databases used to train MotionGAN. The first aspect that
can be noted is the effectiveness of the representation used
to encode the motion of the facial expressions. Indeed, the
plots show that SRVFs can easily differentiate expression
classes, while keeping close the classes that share more inter-
class similarities (e.g., Fear and Surprise). We also notice
that most of the generated expressions are well separated,
which demonstrates that MotionGAN learns the distribu-
tion of each class and it is capable of generating samples
conditioned on the input labels. Moreover, this visualization
shows the diversity of the generated motions, which allows
us to generate different dynamics for the same expression.
(a) SRVF data from the Oulu-
CASIA and CK+ datasets used in
MotionGAN training
(b) SRVF data generated with
MotionGAN
(c) Superposition of SRVF train-
ing and generated data
Fig. 5: 2D visualization of the SRVF data using MDS based
on the geodesic distance in S.
6.3.2 Video Generation
In this section, we aim at evaluating the quality of the final
generated videos. These videos are guided by landmark
sequences resulting from applying the generated SRVFs on
neutral input landmark configurations.
Qualitative Results: In Figure 6, we show some videos
generated with our approach. Firstly, from noise, we gener-
ate expression dynamics using MotionGAN, then we apply
these dynamics to the landmarks configuration of the face
at hand. This results in a sequence of landmarks that is used
to guide TextureGAN to generate the final video from the
input face image. All the faces used in the following results
are taken from the test set of the corresponding dataset.
We also note that the split of the datasets was subject
independent, thus all the used faces here are not seen by
the model during the training phase. The resulting videos
demonstrate that our method is able to synthesize realistic
videos of previously unseen faces with smooth continuity
and without discrete transitions. Moreover, the results show
that our model preserves well the characteristics of the
input faces such as identity and eyeglasses. It can also
generate the teeth region, which does not exist in the source
image for happy and surprise expressions. Some examples
of animated videos are shown at this link.
In Figure 7, we compare some frames generated by
our model with three state-of-the-art video generation ap-
proaches: MoCoGAN [40], VGAN [37], and TGAN [38]. For
each approach, in the two first rows, we show the synthe-
sized videos of two identities performing two expressions.
Then, we report our generated videos for the same identities
and the same expressions in the last two rows. We observe
that our model can generate more realistic images with
less content and motion artifacts, while other approaches
generate blurry images and failed to keep fine details of
the expressions. Even the dynamics of our generated videos
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Fig. 6: Generated videos by MotionGAN and TextureGAN. The image sequences were randomly selected and the reported
images are taken every 5 frames. Some examples of animated videos are shown in this link.
looks more natural and changes more smoothly compared
to that generated by the other approaches.
Indeed, the SRVF representation allows us to generate
the motion of the video as one point on the hypersphere
manifold, which minimizes motion artifacts and results
in smoother changes over time. This is one advantage of
our approach compared to methods based on RNN that
generate each time step separately. This smoothness is well
preserved when transforming the generated SRVF to land-
mark sequences. By using landmark sequences to guide
the generation of a final video, we preserve smoothness,
since each frame corresponds to its associated landmark
configuration in the smooth landmarks sequence.
Quantitative Results: To evaluate our model quantitatively,
we used different metrics commonly used in the state-
of-the-art: Inception Score, PSNR, SSIM, ACD and ACD-
I. The Inception Score (IS) proposed in [22] is a common
used metric to assess the quality of the generated sam-
ples that correlates very well with human judgment. The
computation of this metric involves using a labeled dataset
and a good expressions classifier. Accordingly, we used the
MUG database and we trained a Long Short-Term Memory
Network (LSTM) [58] model with one layer for expression
classification on this dataset. The input features of the
LSTM network consist of expression features learned by the
CNN model used in [59], [60]. This CNN was trained for
expression recognition from static images on the training set
of the Oulu-CASIA dataset. Using this CNN, we extracted
vectors of 128 features from the last fully connected layer
for each video frame. Then, we used these feature vectors as
inputs to the LSTM model to classify the whole video. The
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity
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(a) Generated by MoCoGAN [40] (b) Generated by VGAN [37] (c) Generated by TGAN [38]
(d) Generated by MotionGAN and TextureGAN
Fig. 7: Qualitative comparison with the state-of-the-art on the MUG Facial Expression database. The samples generated by
our model are randomly selected, while those generated with state-of-art approaches are taken from [40].
(SSIM) [61] are metrics that reflect the quality of the gener-
ated samples by measuring pixel-level similarity between
the generated videos and their ground truth. The last metric
that we used to evaluate the quality of the generated ex-
amples is the Average Content Distance (ACD) [40] and its
ACD-I variant proposed in [51]. ACD measures the content
consistency of the generated video based on how well the
video preserves identity of the input face. We computed
this metric by using OpenFace [62], which is a deep model
trained for face recognition. This model extracts identity
features in the form of vectors from each frame of the video.
Then, the ACD is given by the average of the distances
between vectors of consecutive frames. The ACD-I metric
is the average distance between each generated frame and
the original input frame. It is used to assess how the facial
identity is captured in the generated video. All the reported
results in Table 1 were obtained by generating videos of six
basic facial expressions for each subject of the test sample of
the MUG facial expressions dataset, which consists of a total
number of 1400 videos. We further report the results on the
training set as reference for IS, ACD and ACD-I metrics.
Regarding the compared methods VGAN and MoCo-
GAN, we used the public code provided by the authors with
minor changes as explained below. In order to compare our
results with those of VGAN [37], we trained the conditional
version of VGAN that uses an encoder to encode the input
neutral image. Then, the resulting latent code of the input
image is concatenated with the desired label encoded as a
one-hot vector, and feed to the generator of VGAN. While
our method and VGAN generate videos from neutral frame
of a given identity, MoCoGAN samples videos from a ran-
dom content. All the compared models here were trained
from scratch on the MUG dataset including MotionGAN
and TextureGAN.
The quantitative results reported in Table 1 show that
our approach outperforms other existing methods. The IS
achieved by our approach is the best over the compared
methods, which proves the high diversity and quality of
our generated samples. Furthermore, our method attains the
best PSNR and SSIM scores, which is consistent with the IS
results. Regarding the ACD and ACD-I scores, we achieve
the best values demonstrating that our approach is capable
of generating videos that well preserve the identity of the
input face, which is also consistent with the qualitative
results discussed previously.
To further quantitatively assess the quality of our gen-
erated samples, we reported in Table 2 the recognition rate
of an expression classifier on randomly generated samples.
To this end, we exploited the LSTM model described above
for IS computation. The table includes the recognition rate
of this model on: the test set of the MUG database as an
upper bound, as well as randomly generated samples with
our model, VGAN and MoCoGAN. Note that the test set
of the MUG dataset contains 106 samples, thus in order
to provide a fair comparison, all the reported results were
obtained with 106 generated samples using the identities
of the MUG test set. While the recognition rate on the
real samples surpasses the classification rate achieved with
our generated samples by 6.59%, our approach attains the
best recognition rate comparing to VGAN and MoCoGAN
with a difference of 24.54% and 16.82%, respectively. These
results are consistent with the qualitative comparison pro-
vided in Figure 7 showing that our generated samples are
more realistic and present less artifacts than VGAN and
MoCoGAN. This helps the CNN model used for features
extraction to identify the expression patterns in each frame
of the video and allows the LSTM model to recognize the
motion of the expression. Results of this experiment prove
that our method generates realistic samples both in term of
images and motions, that can be recognized with a dynamic
expressions classifier.
Identity features visualization: Here, we visualize the iden-
tity features of the generated videos. To this end, we used
the OpenFace [62] model to generate identity features for
each frame of the videos. The average Euclidean distance
between these features is then used with MDS to visualize,
in a 2D space, the identity features of the generated videos
of six identities chosen randomly. Figure 8 supports our
previous results and shows that our model preserves the
identity information of the input face.
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TABLE 1: Comparison with state-of-the-art for using Incep-
tion Score (IS), PSNR, Structural Similarity (SSIM), Average
Content Distance (ACD) and ACD-I. The line named Refer-
ence accounts for real sequences in the MUG test set. PSNR
and SSIM are not reported for MoCoGAN since it samples
from a random content
Approach IS PSNR SSIM ACD ACD-I
VGAN [37] 3.24± 0.59 20.98 0.80 0.051 0.162
MoCoGAN [40] 3.10± 0.38 - - 0.045 0.14
Our 3.52± 0.55 25.90 0.90 0.011 0.120
Reference 4.48± 0.64 Inf 1.00 0.009 0.084
TABLE 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art in expression
recognition using an LSTM on the generated samples. The
line named Reference accounts for real sequences in the
MUG test set
Approach Accuracy (%)
VGAN [37] 45.28
MoCoGAN [40] 53.00
Our 69.82
Reference 76.41
6.4 Ablation Study
In order to evaluate the effect of each component of our
model, we conducted an ablation study on the Oulu-CASIA
dataset. In this study, we exploited the four metrics intro-
duced above: PSNR, SSIM, ACD and ACD-I. The ablations
study was performed using three models. Each model was
trained by avoiding one component of the full model. In
the first model, we discarded the identity loss during the
training of TextureGAN, while, in the second model, we
avoided the reconstruction loss on S during the training
of MotionGAN. The last model consists of using ground
truth landmark sequences to guide TextureGAN instead
of those generated by MotionGAN. Results are shown in
Table 3. From these results, we notice that using the iden-
tity loss during TextureGAN training improves the content
consistency of the generated videos as indicated by the
higher ACD and ACD-I scores. This is expected as the ACD
and ACD-I metrics are based on the similarities of identity
features. This result demonstrates that using identity loss
helps to maintain the subject identity throughout the gen-
erated videos. The model trained without reconstruction
loss in S shows the worst PSNR and SSIM scores and
higher ACD and ACD-I comparing to our full model, which
demonstrates the usefulness of this loss in training a good
landmark sequences generator that leads to good videos
quality. Regarding the third model that uses ground truth
landmarks to guide TextureGAN, we notice that it achieves
the best scores, while the results are still close to those
achieved by our full model. This evidences that MotionGAN
is capable of generating landmark sequences that are very
similar to those of the ground truth.
6.5 Data Augmentation for Expression Recognition
In order to quantitatively demonstrate the usefulness of the
synthesized expression videos, we trained an expression
classifier based on an LSTM with one layer. This LSTM
model was used to classify the videos of the test set of the
Fig. 8: 2D visualization of the identity features space of six
subjects chosen randomely from the MUG (top) and Oulu-
CASIA (bottom) datasets. The neutral face images in the
plot show the identity of the subjects, while the colored dots
indicate the generated expressive ones.
TABLE 3: Ablation study on the Oulu-CASIA dataset
Model ACD ACD-I PSNR SSIM
w/o Lid 0.0193 0.143 26.05 0.908
w/o LS_recon 0.017 0.127 24.180 0.886
w/o MotionGAN 0.016 0.10 25.98 0.90
Full model 0.016 0.107 24.443 0.891
CASIA dataset. The input features of the LSTM network
consist of expression features learned by the CNN model
used in the IS computation and described previously. We
first trained the LSTM on the training set, and considered
the accuracy achieved by this model on the test set as
baseline. Then, we re-trained the model from scratch by
augmenting the training data. In each experiment, we mul-
tiplied the number of the original training data by 4, 6, 10
and 15. The generated data used for data augmentation here
correspond to the same identities of the original training
data performing new motions generated by our Motion-
GAN. In order to assess the diversity of the generated
motions by MotionGAN, we further report the results of the
same experiment without MotionGAN. This is achieved by
transferring motions of the real videos to different identities
instead of using motions generated by MotionGAN.
Results obtained in these experiments are reported in Ta-
ble 4. We notice that multiplying the number of training data
by 4, 6 and 10 using our generated samples improves the re-
sults from 87.5% to 90.62%, 91.66% and 92.7%, respectively.
Instead, results saturate when multiplying the number of
the original data by more than 10 times. These results show
the usefulness of our approach in generating new samples
comparable with real ones that can be exploited for video
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data augmentation to train improved emotion recognition
models. Comparing these results with those obtained with
real motions, we notice that the results are mostly similar,
which proves the high quality of the generated motions. We
can explain the similar results between using MotionGAN
and omitting it by the fact that the model is saturated in
92.7% and the motions of the test set are very close to the
motions of the training set. Therefore, even if MotionGAN
can generate higher diversity than that of the dataset, we
still get similar results for the test set. Furthermore, we can
notice that using MotionGAN, the model saturated with
less data (i.e., by multiplying the data by 10) comparing
to the model that omits MotionGAN, which necessitates to
multiply the data by 15 to saturate.
TABLE 4: Expression recognition (%) obtained by training
an LSTM on the CASIA original training set (baseline), and
the original training set augmented with an increasing num-
ber of synthesized videos. Both the cases where MotionGAN
or the Real Motion is used for generating the landmark
dynamics have been tested
# Training samples MotionGAN Real Motions
CASIA training data (baseline) 87.5 87.5
# Training data ×4 90.62 91.66
# Training data ×6 91.66 91.66
# Training data ×10 92.7 91.66
# Training data ×15 92.7 92.7
6.6 Facial Expression Transfer
Facial expression transfer aims to transfer expressions from
a source subject to a target one. The newly-synthesized
expressions of the target subject are supposed to be identity-
preserving and exhibit similar emotions to the source sub-
ject. In addition to facial expressions synthesis, our pro-
posed model can also be used for dynamic facial expression
transfer. In Figure 9, we show that our model is able to
transfer a dynamic expression Expr1 from a source identity
Id1 to a target one Id2. This is achieved by encoding the
motion of Id1 in a SRVF representation, then using (15)
we map this motion to the neutral landmarks configuration
of the target identity Id2. Finally, the resulting landmark
sequences are used to guide TextureGAN to generate the
final video of Id2 performing the dynamic expression Exp1
of Id1. In Figure 9, we used an identity from the Oulu-
CASIA database performing four facial expressions; disgust,
fear, sad and surprise. Then, we transfer each one of these
expressions to two identities in the MUG dataset. Results
show that our model is able to transfer the facial expres-
sions to different identities with good image quality, while
keeping the characteristics of the target identity. For what
concerns facial expression generation, we can notice that
also in expression transfer the model can synthesize the
teeth region that was hidden in the input face.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed the difficult task of dynamic
facial expression generation given a neutral face image. We
proposed a novel framework, which processes separately
facial expression dynamics and face appearance using two
Fig. 9: Facial expression transfer. Expressions from the left
column taken from the Oulu-CASIA dataset are transferred
to faces in the middle column taken from the MUG dataset.
Each expression was transferred to two different identities
and the results of the transfer are shown in the right column.
different GAN architectures. The temporal information of
the video was first represented by the facial landmarks
evolution that was encoded as a point on the Hypersphere
manifold. We proposed a conditional version of manifold-
valued Wasserstein GAN that has been used to generate
new facial expression motions corresponding to a given
emotion state. Finally, the second conditional real-valued
GAN transforms the generated facial landmark sequences
to video frames by adding the texture information. We eval-
uated the proposed approach quantitatively by using differ-
ent metrics commonly used in the state-of-the-art: Inception
Score, PSNR, SSIM, ACD and ACD-I. We showed that the
proposed approach significantly outperforms state-of-the-
art in video face generation. The reported experiments on
two public datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach in facial expression editing, facial expression transfer
and data augmentation. In our future works, we aim to
generalize our approach to deal with 3D facial expressions
and 3D actions generation.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL TO THE PAPER:
DYNAMIC FACIAL EXPRESSION GENERATION ON
HILBERT HYPERSPHERE WITH CONDITIONAL
WASSERSTEIN GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETS
In this supplementary material, we provide more visual
results of our approach to show the diversity of the motions
generated by MotionGAN. In addition, we show that using
our approach (i) it is possible to control the intensity of the
generated facial expressions, (ii) the generated motions can
be also applied to the landmarks of non-frontal faces, and
(iii) a qualitative comparison between sequences generated
by our method and MoCoGAN.
Visualization of the identity space of the generated sam-
ples with VGG features
In our proposed approach, VGG features were used to pre-
serve identity during TextureGAN training. So, in Figure 10
we visualize the VGG identity features of the generated
videos. To this end, we used the VGG-face [48] model to
generate identity features for each frame of the videos. The
average Euclidean distance between these features is then
used with multidimensional scaling to visualize, in a 2D
space, the identity features of the generated videos of the
same six identities used in Figure 8 in the main paper. This
figure supports our previous results and shows that our
model preserves the identity information of the input face.
Fig. 10: 2D visualization of the identity VGG feature space
of six subjects chosen randomly from the MUG dataset.
The neutral face images in the plot show the identity of
the subjects, while the colored dots indicate the generated
expressive ones.
Diversity of the generated samples by MotionGAN
In the main paper, we demonstrated the diversity of the
generated motions in Figure 5-b, where the 2D visualization
of some generated samples based on the geodesic distances
between them is reported. This figure shows that the model
is capable of distinguishing different class labels, while gen-
erating different samples distant from each other in the same
class label. To further show the diversity of the generated
motions, we visualize in Figure 11 some identities perform-
ing various generated motions by MotionGAN belonging
to the same facial expression class. This figure shows that
MotionGAN can generate different motions for the same fa-
cial expression, while keeping the common patterns related
to this expression. The complete videos associated to this
figure can be found at the following link1.
In addition to the diversity of the generated motions,
our approach can easily control the intensity of the gener-
ated facial expressions. Given that the motion generated by
MotionGAN can be regarded as controlled changes applied
to the initial facial landmarks as expressed in (3) in the main
paper, we can change the intensity of the facial expression
by multiplying these changes by a factor I such that:
β(t) = I ·
∫ T
0
‖q(s)‖q(s)ds+ β(0) , (15)
By controlling this factor, we were able to generate the
same facial expression corresponding to the same generated
motion with different intensities. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 12. In these visualisations, we set the factor I to 10, 20
and 30; Using greater values for I we obtained implausible
expressions.
MotionGAN for non-frontal faces
In this paper, we chose to deal with 2D frontal facial
expression generation. However, the motions generated by
MotionGAN can be easily applied to non-frontal facial land-
mark configuration. In Figure 13, we show some motions
generated by MotionGAN applied to non-frontal faces.
Qualitative Comparison with MoCoGAN
We visualize in Figure 14 some generated samples using
our model (MotionGAN and TextureGAN) along with other
examples generated by MoCoGAN. This figure shows that
our method generates more realistic examples and elimi-
nates some temporal artifacts presented in the MoCoGAN
samples.
1. https://sites.google.com/view/tpamisi-2019-07-0608/accueil
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Fig. 11: Four different sequences of each facial expression performed by the same identity. Each box corresponds to one
facial expression performed differently by the same identity. In these boxes, each row shows one video generated by our
model (i.e., MotionGAN and TextureGAN). The reported images of each video are taken every 5 frames. It is clearly visible
that MotionGAN can generate diverse motions for the same facial expression, while keeping the common average pattern
of the expression between them.
19
Fig. 12: Different intensities of the same motion generated by MotionGAN for the same identity. We reported one box for
each facial expression. In these boxes, each row shows the video generated by our model for the same motion but different
intensities (value of I in Eq.(3)) equal to 10, 20, and 30, respectively). The images reported for each video are taken every 5
frames. The complete videos associated to this figure can be found at the following link.
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Fig. 13: Visualization of some facial expression motions generated by MotionGAN applied to non-frontal faces. Each row
shows seven frames of one video. The first left column corresponds to neutral faces.
21
Fig. 14: Qualitative comparison between our generated samples and those of MoCoGAN. We notice that MoCoGAN
generates many videos presenting temporal artifacts. In the first group of MoCoGAN samples, the intensity of the
expression does not increase continuously. The person starts the facial expression than return to the neutral state before
continuing the expression. The second group of MoCoGAN shows sudden changes, where the videos start with neutral face
that switch suddenly to the peak expression. In our generated samples, we did not observe these artifacts. Our generated
samples present smoother and continuous changes. Note that we did not visualize the same identities for the two methods
since MoCoGAN generates samples from a random content, so we cannot control the identity of the generated videos.
